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Introduction 

If you’re looking to find the best customer engagement software for your business, you’ll know that it’s 

not an easy task.  

Searching for “Customer Engagement Software” brings up sites which include hugely different types of 

software under this single category — for example, putting CRM, live chat and marketing solutions 

together. It’s often not clear what the different use cases and benefits of each are, let alone whether 

they’re right for you. 

This eBook is designed to demystify the different types of solutions available, and provide plain English 

guidance to help you navigate the customer engagement software landscape.  

It will help you to learn about typical software solutions, categorize them according to your needs, 

understand typical benefits and pitfalls, and it also comes with a handy checklist to guide your final 

decision. 

Chapters include: 

 Everything You Need to Know About Customer Engagement Software  

 Which Customer Engagement Software is Right for Me? 

 What’s the Catch? — The Hidden Pitfalls of Your Favorite Customer Engagement Tools 

 Choosing My Solution: A Customer Engagement Software Checklist 
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Everything You Need to Know About Customer 
Engagement Software 

Customer engagement software is a modern invention that takes care of a modern problem. After all, it 

wasn’t until the rise of the internet that media became democratized, and the one-way communication 

model between companies and customers was shattered. From the rubble, a new dynamic emerged 

(the same one we know so well today): organizations spoke to customers and customers held the power 

to reply.  

Greater consumer power brought forth a new reality for companies. Businesses that listened to and 

connected with customers online were rewarded with consumer engagement in the form of clicks, 

mentions, subscriptions and more. But how were companies to manage, track, and convert an ever-

growing number of interactions into revenue? The answer for many businesses was customer 

engagement software. 

Today, if you google ‘Customer Engagement Software’, you’ll find that the top results are lists of the 

best customer engagement tools on the market. The problem is that these lists aren’t composed of the 

top 10, or even the top 20 customer engagement platforms — Capterra’s list currently features 100 

platforms, and Software Advice boasts over 400. 

The density of these lists isn’t Capterra or Software Advice’s fault. The fact is that there are many 

customer engagement platforms on the marketplace. The term ‘customer engagement software’ alone 

encompasses a wide variety of services, which results in pages that lump together very different types of 

solutions. This makes it difficult for customers to shop for the software that would be most appropriate 

for their business.  

This blog post aims to demystify customer engagement software by identifying the kinds of engagement 

tools that are out there, and what these tools are good for. In doing this, we hope to make shopping for 

a customer engagement software solution easier and less overwhelming for our readers. 

Exploring a Broad Term: What Is Customer Engagement Software? 

From customer relationship management (CRM) software to knowledge base and social media tools — 

it almost seems harder to find a software solution that isn’t considered a customer engagement tool 

than one that is. As CRM thought leader, Paul Greenberg puts it: “When it comes down to it, most of the 

[vendors] in this market may call themselves customer engagement companies, but [they] don't 

https://www.loyalty360.org/loyalty-today/article/a-brief-history-of-consumer-engagement-part-2
https://www.capterra.com/customer-engagement-software/
https://www.capterra.com/customer-engagement-software/
https://www.softwareadvice.com/crm/customer-engagement-comparison/
https://www.softwareadvice.com/ca/crm/customer-engagement-comparison/#buyers-guide
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compete with each other because their products are so different … There is no definition to this 

emerging market yet.”  

While there may be a wide range of vendors hitching their products to the “customer engagement” 

buzzword, these software solutions do share a common broader theme. Ultimately, the umbrella of 

customer engagement technology covers any software that helps businesses manage and/or foster 

customer communications and interactions (i.e. engagement). These software solutions can help 

organizations meet customers at any number of vital touchpoints, such as through live chat, social 

media, self-service, marketing, and more. Most importantly, they aim to personalize customer 

interactions throughout the entire customer lifecycle. 

Why Is Customer Engagement Software Important? 

With the popularization of the internet, customers began to transition from occupying physical to virtual 

spaces. This change had a huge impact on how businesses treated customer engagement, and 

eventually resulted in the creation of customer engagement software.  

Before the internet revolution, customers occupied physical environments and played a passive role in 

corporate strategizing. Engagement consisted of a direct interaction between the company and its 

current customers — usually on the company’s terms (such as when businesses reached out for input on 

product testing and development). With the rise of virtual environments, customers became active 

participants in the conversation and partners in the innovation process. Unlike physical engagement, 

virtual engagement prompted a continuous back-and-forth dialogue between companies, customers, 

and customers-to-be. This put power into the hands of the consumer, and lead businesses to focus in on 

the customer experience 

The beauty of virtual spaces is not only the establishment of a different, more customer-centric 

corporate culture: customers’ footprints are now easier than ever to map and transform into revenue. 

Feedback is easier than ever to collect, and customer demands (although ever-growing) are becoming 

easier to identify and meet.  

Today, companies understand the power of customer engagement. According to Gallup, there are three 

types of customers:  

 Fully Engaged — Customers who are loyal to a product, and who serve as true brand 

ambassadors. 

https://www.softwareadvice.com/crm/customer-engagement-comparison/#buyers-guide
https://www.softwareadvice.com/crm/customer-engagement-comparison/#buyers-guide
https://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/44790883/Collaborating_to_create_The_Internet_as_20160416-15170-ristxt.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIWOWYYGZ2Y53UL3A&Expires=1513277097&Signature=55YLOmLcf%2F3PwH8f4mhO9bUHDjg%3D&response-content-dispositi
https://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/44790883/Collaborating_to_create_The_Internet_as_20160416-15170-ristxt.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIWOWYYGZ2Y53UL3A&Expires=1513277097&Signature=55YLOmLcf%2F3PwH8f4mhO9bUHDjg%3D&response-content-dispositi
http://news.gallup.com/businessjournal/172637/why-customer-engagement-matters.aspx
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 Indifferent — Customers who have a neutral, “take it or leave it” attitude towards a company 

and their products. 

 Actively Disengaged — Customers with no emotional attachment to a company, who will easily 

switch brands and actively antagonize brands that cause them difficulties. 

Engaged customers are the most profitable customers, and help companies achieve crucial business 

outcomes. Gallup’s findings show that “a customer who is fully engaged represents an average 23% 

premium in terms of share of wallet, profitability, revenue, and relationship growth compared with the 

average customer. In stark contrast, an actively disengaged customer represents a 13% discount in those 

same measures.” 

Customer engagement tools help businesses make the most out of customer engagement by facilitating 

the process of tracking, stimulating, and analyzing customer behavior and sentiment. Companies can 

then use customer engagement data to enhance their engagement strategies, program smarter 

marketing automation, deliver more personalized customer service, and better meet customer needs. 

It's important to note that not every piece of customer engagement software does the same thing. 

Some software solutions specialize in one single touchpoint or area of customer engagement — such as 

through social media, marketing, the company website, live chat, etc. Others may have tools that allow 

companies to partake in multichannel or omnichannel customer engagement. Different customer 

engagement tools may also address different stages of the buyer’s journey, collect distinct information, 

and provide companies with different technology and features for interacting with and monitoring 

customers. 

What Customer Engagement Software Tools Are There?  

If there are so many types of customer engagement tools, what are they? And what makes them 

different? These are common types and functions of customer engagement software: 

CRM Software 

Before customer relationship management (or CRM) software was invented, companies used lists and 

spreadsheets to categorize customers and manage contacts. Nowadays, CRM software allows business 

to easily manage their relationships with customers and the information associated with them in an 

online database. 

http://news.gallup.com/businessjournal/172637/why-customer-engagement-matters.aspx
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Modern CRM software aims to integrate and automate 3 key functions: sales, marketing, and customer 

support. To do this, CRM software tools collect and store key information about customers, such as: 

 Contact details (customer names, locations, phone numbers, mailing and email addresses, etc.) 

 Contact history (what type of contact have your customers made? How many times they have 

reached your company? How did they find your website? What were the nature of their 

inquiries?) 

 Accounts (do they have an account? If so, what kind? Do they have a special status, i.e. gold 

member, etc.?) 

 Past sales (what did they buy and when? How many purchases have they made? Were they 

online or in-store purchases?) 

 Previous marketing efforts (are they on an emailing or mailing list? If so, what promotional 

material has been sent out to them?) 

When pooled together, this information makes up a database of all the transactional, navigational, and 

support-based contact that a customer has had with a business, effectively summarizing that customer’s 

relationship with the company. By analyzing customer interaction metrics, CRM software solutions can 

identify leads, focus customer retention efforts, analyze the performance of marketing campaigns, and 

grow sales. 

CRM software stores customer data from various channels — such as email, brick and mortar stores, 

and the website — in one central location: ideally the cloud. From the cloud, customer data is accessible 

in real time to users from different departments, from any device.  

In past years, CRM has faced another change: from traditional to social CRM. This change means that 

not only does CRM software collect and store customer data from direct interactions such as email and 

phone — most CRMs now collect data from customers on social channels as well. This data has 

applications in marketing, customer service, and sales: it allows companies to track brand awareness, 

changes in consumer sentiment, and other information that wouldn’t be readily available without the 

use of social media.  

Recently, developers have seen a demand for industry-specific CRM software solutions. These solutions 

tailor the CRM model to fit the needs of businesses in specific industries such as restaurants, 

governments, freelancers, and more.  

https://smallbizcrm.com/vertical-market-crm/
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Just like how no two customer engagement tools are exactly alike, no two CRM software solutions offer 

the exact same features and functions. While many CRMs strive to combine sales, marketing, and 

customer support, some CRMs cater more closely to a particular function. Hubspot, for example, is a 

very sales-focused CRM — meanwhile other CRM software solutions exist just to serve customer service 

teams, with no sales or marketing functionality.    

While your typical CRM software does not directly engage with customers, it does collect data that 

ensures that the marketing, sales, and customer service teams will have an easier time of doing so. That 

being said, many popular CRMs now also provide solutions with a direct focus on customer engagement. 

Other CRMs can be integrated with third party customer engagement software solutions to boost 

customer engagement and maximize lead converting capabilities.  

Examples of top CRM software tools: 

Salesforce, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Insightly, Zoho, HubSpot 

Live Chat Software 

Live chat software has many functions. Its primary and most well-known purpose is to engage with 

website visitors in real time.  

With live chat solutions, a customer (or potential customer) who is visiting a company’s website has the 

option to click on a live chat button to start a conversation with a customer service agent. This can help 

website visitors alleviate any pre-purchase doubts, and reduce shopping cart abandonment. It also helps 

reduce the amount of phone calls and emails received by contact centers. The result is lower queues, 

less friction in the customer experience, and reduced operational costs. 

Live chat fully embraces the model of virtual customer engagement: it gives customers a tool with which 

to reach out to a company on their terms, while also allowing a two-way dialogue. With live chat, 

companies have the ability to reach out proactively to customers with deals, promotions, or just a 

friendly message offering assistance. It also gives companies the opportunity to upsell products, and 

convert leads. 

But live chat providers don’t expect you to reach out to customers at random — live chat solutions use 

website traffic monitoring to help businesses keep track of customer data. Companies that use live chat 

software can see the following information: 

https://www.hubspot.com/
https://www.salesforce.com/crm/is-salesforce-a-crm/?d=7010M000000Nv7S
https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/
https://www.insightly.com/
https://www.zoho.com/crm/
https://www.hubspot.com/
https://www.comm100.com/blog/4-ways-live-chat-reduces-your-operating-costs.html
https://www.comm100.com/blog/live-chat-lead-generation.html
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 Who is on their website 

 How each visitor found their website (through a search engine, social media, etc.) 

 How long each visitor has been on their website 

 What page each visitor is browsing 

 Where the visitor is geographically located 

 Whether each visitor is a repeat customer or a first-time buyer 

 Visitor account information 

Live chat software solutions can produce reports from the data collected that help businesses identify 

where they can make improvements. This data (and more) can also be used to automate and 

personalize live chat, bringing better customer service and sales capabilities to websites. Personalized 

proactive messages can be sent automatically to visitors who fit certain criteria (for example, a visitor 

who has spent 5 minutes or more on a specific page), connecting them instantly with an agent should 

they choose to engage.  

Another popular way for businesses to automate their live chat software is through artificial intelligence 

(AI) — or in other words, with a Chatbot. A Chatbot is a machine-operated service that acts like a 

customer service agent, helping customers with everyday queries. It’s a sort of easily accessible 

knowledge base that gives smarter, more accurate answers the more it is interacted with. While many 

Chatbots are designed to be a service of their own with no human backup, companies like Comm100 

offer Chatbots that are integrated with the existing chat interface, meaning that customers can switch 

seamlessly between a machine and a human representative.  

Many live chat providers work well with CRM software tools such as Salesforce to create a smoother, 

more integrated approach to customer engagement software. Others have shifted to offer additional 

customer engagement tools to further assist companies. 

Examples of top live chat tools: 

Comm100, BoldChat, LivePerson 

https://www.comm100.com/blog/chatbot.html
http://comm100.com/
https://www.comm100.com/
https://www.bold360.com/resources/articles/videos/what-is-boldchat
https://www.liveperson.com/
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Social Media Software 

More than anywhere else, customer engagement happens on social media.  

With social media software, companies can manage engagements on popular social platforms such as 

Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, Google+, Instagram, and Snapchat — oftentimes on one dashboard. 

Social media software can perform several different functions. That being said, most social media tools 

strive to track how customers are engaging with the brand, and how the brand is engaging with 

customers.  

By tracking how their brand is engaging with customers, companies can learn more about their own 

engagement patterns, such as their tweeting and/or posting behavior. This might include the following: 

 How many tweets, statuses or posts their organization has published in total 

 What kind of content their business publishes (links, photos, or text) 

 Average daily publishing rate 

 What hashtags they have used  

Social media software also helps companies track how customers are engaging with their brand, which 

yields the following insights: 

 Follower growth 

 What hashtags are trending 

 Which posts have received the most engagement 

 How different campaigns are performing with customers (the ROI of paid vs unpaid campaigns). 

 

By giving companies insight into how their online activity drives customer engagement, social media 

software can help businesses learn what is working and what isn’t, and adjust their social media 

strategies accordingly. As part of this action, many social media software solutions let companies set 

content to post automatically across various platforms based on the time of day that their customers 

are most active, maximizing their engagement and outreach.  
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Within the realm of social media software is also social listening tools. Social listening tools allow 

companies to listen in on when customers are mentioning them on diverse social platforms. Companies 

can use social listening data to learn how customers feel about their brand, monitor the competition, 

and make improvements according to consumer feedback. Social listening tools also give companies the 

chance to receive mention alerts, allowing agents to respond in real time to customer comments.  

Many social media software solutions include social listening functions — others, such as Social 

Mention, work exclusively as social listening tools.  

It’s not just social listening capabilities that set social media software solutions apart from one another. 

Like CRM software, distinct social media tools offer distinct functions that cater to different corporate 

needs. Hootsuite, for example, is a social media tool that works great for marketing. Other social media 

software solutions work best for customer interactions, and providing support via social media. 

Comm100, for example, allows businesses to listen in on customers and handle social media comments 

and inquiries just as professionally and systematically as they would handle any other communication 

channel. 

Examples of top social media software: 

Hootsuite, SproutSocial, Comm100, Social Mention (free social listening tool) 

Marketing (Personalization) Software 

Whether a company is selling to businesses, consumers, or both, marketing software can help automate 

the process and bring in greater revenue.  

With effective digital marketing, companies can remain relevant, attract buyers, and personalize 

offerings and outreach to fit the needs of each customer. 

Marketing software allows companies to market to consumers through a number of online channels. 

Many software solutions offer comprehensive tools which integrate the following: 

 Web marketing (marketing based on website content) 

 Social media marketing (paid and unpaid social media advertising) 

 Search marketing (attracting customers with a high search ranking) 

http://www.socialmention.com/
http://www.socialmention.com/
https://hootsuite.com/
https://www.comm100.com/livechat/features/social-media-integration.aspx
https://www.comm100.com/blog/social-media-facebook-twitter-integration.html
https://hootsuite.com/
https://sproutsocial.com/
https://www.comm100.com/livechat/features/social-media-integration.aspx
http://www.socialmention.com/
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 Email marketing (mass-marketing via email) 

 Account marketing (marketing geared toward accounts with the greatest revenue potential) 

 Mobile marketing (sending in-app messages and push notifications to customers) 

 Marketing analytics (reports on how your campaigns are progressing and which campaigns are 

delivering the highest ROI) 

With these marketing tools, businesses can effectively map the customer journey and engage with 

buyers at pivotal touchpoints. Better yet, they can see how their campaigns are performing while doing 

it. 

Customer-based marketing solutions also equip businesses to increase customer retention and market 

products to existing customers. This makes upselling even easier, and can even help companies bring 

back customers that haven’t been active in years.  

Like CRM software, many marketing solutions include lead management tools. This feature helps 

companies attract and nurture the right buyers, resulting in a higher conversion rate. Leads that don’t 

convert right away can be nurtured over time through automation, and eventually become sales. Other 

solutions sync seamlessly with CRMs, saving time and increasing efficiency. 

Above all, effective marketing is about personalization across all channels. Quality marketing software 

allows companies to create personalized messages to customers based on their geography, browsing 

history, app activity, and more. This and other personalized touches mean that companies get to build 

deeper relationships with customers, meet customer needs, and create a better customer experience. 

Examples of top marketing tools: 

Marketo, MailChimp, InfusionSoft 

PR Software 

With so many online forums, blogs, social media sites and databases, it can be hard for companies to 

keep their online reputation in check. One great way for businesses to make sure that they are aware of 

what’s being said about them is public relations software. 

 

https://www.marketo.com/
https://mailchimp.com/
https://www.infusionsoft.com/
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There are many kinds of PR software solutions. Some focus specifically on social media PR and therefore 

share some overlap with social media software. Others, such as Mention (not to be confused with Social 

Mention), allow companies to monitor their brand reputation across all kinds of online media.  

On the internet, company mishaps and negative customer stories can go viral in a matter of hours (or 

even less). PR software tools help business catch and respond to any budding PR emergencies before 

they get out of hand. With PR software solutions, companies — not consumers — control the dialogue 

about their brand. 

Brands can also use PR software tools to craft more meaningful stories, and to connect with key 

influencers, journalists, and more. By reaching out to industry thought leaders, companies can increase 

outreach and spread brand awareness to key audience members that were previously inaccessible. 

Other PR software solutions can help companies identify the ROI of their PR strategy and help them 

track the success of their PR efforts. These solutions track brand awareness and customer engagement, 

cluing companies in as far as which PR outreaches are effective and which ones need fine-tuning. Some 

PR solutions double as content marketing solutions — measuring trends, monitoring impact and 

audience sentiment to make sure that brands are being heard by their desired audience.  

Examples of top PR tools: 

AirPR, Mention, Cision 

Self Service Software 

Self service software is all about online customer engagement on the company website. Self service 

tools guide website visitors through the online decision journey without the need for human assistance. 

They make online shopping easier, and reduce the number of customers who will abandon the site mid-

journey due to navigational issues or simple unsolved questions.  

Self service software aims to empower customers from the landing page to the checkout page. During 

their journey, customers can search the website and easily find relevant information and answers to 

their questions. Self service software helps companies compile a thorough, easy-to-use knowledge base 

that customers can refer to quickly and effortlessly via the search bar, filters, or article labels. That way, 

customers can gain expert insight and resolve common queries on their own, without having to call in or 

connect with a live chat provider for advice. This reduces queue time and takes pressure off live chat 

agents and contact center staff. 

https://mention.com/en/
http://www.socialmention.com/
http://www.socialmention.com/
https://airpr.com/
https://mention.com/en/
http://www.cision.com/us/
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A knowledge base isn’t the only thing that self service software providers offer. Many self service 

software tools allow customers to check the status of support tickets, meaning that even more personal 

support-based queries can be answered without external assistance. Others provide community forums, 

where customers and visitors can help one another. 

Help desks are another common feature of self service software. Self service solutions can automate the 

help desk and the support ticketing solution based on pre-set rules, such as how many agents are 

available. Email ticketing also helps agents organize tickets, monitor tickets, update customers on the 

status of their support tickets, and collaborate with other agents on their resolution. 

Many self service software tools also include live chat assistance and mobile responsiveness to appeal to 

a realm of customer necessities. Comm100’s self service knowledge base, for example, integrates with 

live chat so customers can check the knowledge base before a live chat begins. 

By empowering customers to take care of simple issues on their own, companies can focus their 

resources on assisting customers with more critical issues. This reduces support costs, and eliminates 

friction from the customer and agent experience. 

Examples of top self service tools: 

Comm100 Knowledge Base, Moxie, Happy Fox, Zendesk 

Multichannel and Omnichannel Software 

Customers don’t stay put on one device, and neither can companies. With ever-expanding platform 

options, companies need to be able to reach customers on several — or ideally all — channels. 

Multichannel and omnichannel customer engagement software offers tools to help businesses to do just 

that. 

Whatever your company’s need, there’s probably a multichannel or omnichannel software solution that 

can fill it. There are omnichannel tools that specialize in marketing to customers across channels. Some 

specialize in reeling in multi or omnichannel sales. And — most importantly to customers — other 

software solutions specialize in multichannel or omnichannel customer care. 

There are several benefits to adopting a multichannel or omnichannel software solution. One of those 

benefits is the ability to store data gathered across channels in a single place. Marketers and customer 

service agents can use or reference information previously stored from one channel when connecting 

https://www.comm100.com/blog/new-knowledge-base.html
https://www.comm100.com/blog/new-knowledge-base.html
https://www.gomoxie.com/concierge/
https://www.happyfox.com/email-ticketing/
https://www.zendesk.com/guide/features/customer-portal-software/customer-self-service-software/
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with customers across another. This creates a smoother experience for the company, and a frictionless 

customer experience.  

Multichannel and omnichannel customer engagement software solutions have different main focuses 

that fit the needs of different companies. For example, Comm100 is an onmichannel software tool that 

provides live chat as a key hub for customer contact. Omnichannel customer engagement solutions help 

companies adopt a frictionless approach to customer service by integrating live chat, social media, 

knowledge base, email, mobile and phone support into a singular customer service strategy. 

With multichannel and omnichannel software solutions, companies can deliver a superior customer 

experience at every touchpoint. By connecting with customers across all channels, businesses can create 

a more effortless, satisfying, and personalized engagement experience for their customers and 

customers to-be.  

Examples of top multichannel and omnichannel tools: 

Comm100, Genesys, eGain 

Conclusion 

Thanks to technology, the way that companies and customers engage with one another will always be 

evolving. The good news is that with these evolutions, new tools are always on the horizon, waiting to 

help businesses put their best foot forward in an ever-changing market. 

We hope that this introduction to customer engagement software has helped shed some light on this 

enormous and growing industry! 

  

https://www.comm100.com/
http://www.genesys.com/
http://www.egain.com/
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Which Customer Engagement Software is Right for 
Me? 

Out of all the customer engagement software tools that are out there, which one is right for your 

company? The question is a loaded one. Different companies have different needs, and a very diverse 

number of customer engagement tools are waiting to fill those needs.  

This blog post will cover several of the top, most sought-out customer engagement tools on the market. 

Some of these tools have millions of loyal users; others are newcomers or vertical market players. 

Regardless of what you’re looking for, we hope this post will help you decide which customer 

engagement solutions will be the best fit for your company. 

Which Factors Should I Consider When Deciding on a Customer 
Engagement Tool? 

Before you decide which customer engagement tool is right for your company, let’s take a look at the 

different considerations that you may need to factor into this decision:  

 Industry — More and more customer engagement tools are available to cater to the needs of 

different industries. While many businesses will fare fine with broader customer engagement 

tools, searching for specific vertical market solutions is a great option for companies with 

industry-specific needs that are not being met by traditional software solutions. 

 Business size — Do you run a small business or a large enterprise? This may influence which 

customer engagement tool will be able to best serve your company. 

 Price — It’s important to consider your budget when looking into customer engagement tools. 

Depending on what you’re looking to buy and how big your business is, customer engagement 

software varies from free to hundreds or even thousands of dollars per month. And it’s not just 

the cost per agent or interaction that companies need to take into account — deployment costs 

can also vary per software.  

 Operating system — Some customer engagement tools run better on certain platforms than on 

others. Before purchasing your customer engagement software solution, make sure that it is 

compatible with your company’s main operating system (Windows, Mac OS, Linux, etc). Another 

thing to watch out for is whether a customer engagement tool integrates with your existing core 
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systems, such as your CRM system (if you have one). If it doesn’t, the purchase may not be 

worth going forward with unless you’re looking to change your core systems as well. 

 Method of Deployment — Back in the day, customer engagement software was always 

implemented on site. Nowadays, companies have a choice of whether to purchase software 

with on-premises deployment or a web-based software solution that stores data on the cloud. 

 Need — It’s easy to get distracted with everything that customer engagement software vendors 

will sell you. Before you buy, reflect on what it is that your company actually needs. Consider 

your company’s goals, and focus in on the software that will help your company achieve these 

goals.  

Popular Customer Engagement Software Tools and Who They’re Good 
For  

The following use cases were written to show which kinds of businesses will most benefit from different 

customer engagement solutions. We’ve included some pros and cons of each software, along with price, 

industry, deployment method, and other useful information to help your company get to know these 

solutions. All data is the most recent information available as of the beginning of 2018. 

Business Seeks Industry-Leading CRM 

Salesforce - http://www.salesforce.com 

Salesforce is often considered the gold standard for CRM solutions. That’s because it is one of the most 

acclaimed and reputable CRM software solutions around, with customers such as Coca Cola and 

American Express vouching for its effectiveness.  

Salesforce features a robust reporting system, advanced customization options, and a powerful 

database that keeps track of contacts across channels. Online reviews of  engagement tools show that 

Salesforce has the best user-friendly interface when compared to other CRM software solutions such as 

Siebel and SugarCRM. Salesforce has been successful as a mobile customer service application, meeting 

the increasing demands of businesses and customers. Due to its popularity, most other customer 

engagement tools have Salesforce integrations, meaning that Salesforce can easily be paired with tools 

such as live chat, social media, and marketing software. 

http://www.salesforce.com/
https://www.dezyre.com/article/what-is-salesforce-and-5-reasons-why-it-is-the-best-crm/90
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While Salesforce is the best of the best, one of its downsides is its steep price. Although Salesforce 

boasts being fit for any business size, the cost and time that it takes to customize it for a small 

companies and startups can be considerable. Making changes to this software is complicated, and 

Salesforce works best for businesses who can afford to hire an on-site Salesforce administrator. For 

small businesses, the price of making even small changes can pile up quickly.  

Salesforce has faced complaints about contract negotiations and low pricing flexibility. With the price as 

a deterrent for some smaller organizations, Salesforce is best used by large and enterprise companies.  

Great for: Enterprises looking to spend on an industry-leading CRM software solution; medium 

and large businesses with big budgets. 

Not Great for: Startups and small businesses looking to save, or who just need something simple. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any (although Salesforce also has a Health Cloud which reimagines this powerful CRM 

specifically for health professionals). 

 Business size: Any (although it is most accessible and powerful when used by 

medium/large/enterprise businesses) 

 Price:  Sales Cloud ranges from $25-$300/user/month 

o Service Cloud ranges from $75-$300/user/month 

o Sales + Service Cloud ranges from $100-$325/user/month 

o Salesforce Platform (for building aps) ranges from $25 to more than $4000/user/month 

o Health Cloud ranges from $300-$450/user/month 

o Marketing and Commerce Clouds require users to call for estimates 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, web browser 

 Deployment: Cloud-based 

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-3EHWQ8Z&ct=160811&st=sb
https://www.salesforce.com/editions-pricing/health-cloud/
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 Need: An industry-leading CRM — features include lead scoring, SMS marketing, event 

management, sales reports, social CRM, mobile app, web content personalization, and more. 

Competitors: Lithium, Oracle, PipeDrive, Microsoft Dynamics 365 

Business on a Budget Seeks Uncomplicated CRM 

Less Annoying CRM — http://www.lessannoyingCRM.com 

Less Annoying CRM has received praise from businesses on a budget — namely small business owners 

— for its ease of use, uncomplicated functions, and great value for the price. This program works great 

for managing a few hundred leads, and makes CRM simple. However, while it’s good at the basics, this 

software lacks more advanced functions. If you are looking for advanced lead sorting, email template 

customization or mobile features, then this software is not for you. This software also does not perform 

advanced automation — it can, however, integrate with automation giant, MailChimp. 

Great for: Small businesses looking for a product that is affordable and that has a great value for 

the cost.  

Not Great for: Large companies or businesses looking for advanced automation options or robust 

customization options. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Small 

 Price: $10/user/month 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, web browser 

 Deployment: Cloud, SaaS, Web 

 Need: CRM — includes lead tracking, note taking, calendars, task management; sales force 

automation (SFA) 

http://www.lessannoyingcrm.com/
https://mailchimp.com/
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Competitors: Capsule CRM, Insightly, Really Simple Systems 

Business Seeks Industry-Specific CRM 

There are many reasons your business might want an industry-specific or vertical market CRM. Perhaps 

a generic CRM tool doesn’t fit the needs of your brand, or perhaps you want more advanced features 

specifically suited for your company without having to pay for extra add-ons. 

Astute Solutions - https://www.astutesolutions.com/ 

Astute Solutions is a CRM built to meet the distinct and changing demands of various industries. This 

CRM solution offers customer service and social media integrations, knowledge management for digital 

self-service, conversational bots and more. Astute has specific CRM solutions for the industries such as 

the restaurant industry (McDonalds, Domino’s, and Buffalo Wild Wings use this CRM), the airline 

industry (serving British Airways and Aer Lingus), the CPG — or consumer packed goods — industry 

(McCormick and Co., Bush Brothers and Company, and Land O’Lakes use this CRM), and more. 

Here are some other Industry-Specific CRMs by industry: 

 Accounting: BTC Software (based in the UK, this software is good for small to medium sized tax 

and accountancy practices and corporates). 

 Automotive Dealerships: Auto Jockey (provides tools for capturing customer activity and 

information, social media, and sales and service integration), DataCar CRM (allows for 

appointment scheduling, activity reports, multi-channel marketing, and more). 

 Education: Azorus (a CRM tool for the higher education market that helps universities and 

higher education institutions recruit the right students), Education Link (a system for student 

management, invoicing, course management, and sales). 

 Freelancers: Dubsado (a client management system designed to help creative entrepreneurs 

with everything from invoicing to brand promotion), Plutio (designed for freelancers and small 

teams, this CRM brings projects, tasks, invoices, and files into one centralized platform). 

https://www.astutesolutions.com/
https://www.btcsoftware.co.uk/
http://www.autojockey.com/
http://www.datacar-crm.com/en/
https://azorus.com/
http://geteducation.link/
http://www.dubsado.com/
https://plutio.com/
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 Insurance: Cloudia (designed to improve efficiency and profitability of insurance agencies, 

saving time and boosting sales), AgencyBloc (an agency management system that helps life and 

health insurance agencies grow their business with commissions processing, integrated business 

and marketing automation, and more). 

 Restaurants: Hot Schedules (good for managing labor and cost control), Punchh (good for 

marketing and app building), ResDairy (good for managing reservations, tables, and payments). 

 Travel and Tourism: Dolphin CRM (travel technology that encompasses CRM, reservations, and 

booking engines for businesses, travel agents and tour operators), Emerald ISO Travel Solutions 

(a CRM that meets the needs of the tourism market, providing campaign management systems, 

complaint management, brochure fulfillment and more). 

If your business is in a different industry that wasn’t covered, you can check out which vertical market 

CRM is right for your business here. 

Great for: Vertical market or industry-specific CRMs are great for companies who aren’t getting all 

that they need from a standard CRM, or who are having to use many tools to perform industry-

specific functions. 

Not great for: Companies who want a more powerful CRM that easily plugs into other customer 

engagement software instead of an industry-specific CRM. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Any 

 Price: Varies per software; the pricing for Astute Solutions is available upon request 

 OS: Check for each individual software 

 Deployment: Check for each individual software 

 Need: CRM plus industry-specific software tools 

 

https://www.cloudiaassistant.com/
https://www.agencybloc.com/
https://www.hotschedules.com/
https://punchh.com/
https://sales.resdiary.com/
http://www.dolphind.com/
https://www.isotravel.com/en-us/solutions/customer-relationship-management.html
https://smallbizcrm.com/vertical-market-crm/
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Company with Reliable CRM Seeks Hassle-Free Live Chat Software 

Comm100 — http://www.comm100.com  

For companies that have found a reliable CRM to track customer activity, the next step is to take on a 

software solution that actually helps encourage and increase customer engagement. One of the ways to 

do this is with a quality live chat provider.  

Comm100 is a customer engagement solution with live chat as its hub — or core function. Its mission is 

simple — help companies of all sizes provide quality customer experiences, regardless of channel. 

Comm100’s live chat tool is designed to help businesses of all sizes and industries improve customer 

satisfaction rates, and engage with their customers in real time. Studies show that consumers prefer and 

are more satisfied with live chat over other communication methods, and Comm100 makes it easy for 

businesses to deliver on these preferences.  

Comm100 offers different types of solutions for different kinds of businesses. Functionality for the mid-

price point edition includes: 

 Easy implementation 

 A user-friendly interface 

 Flexible pricing 

 Unlimited chats 

 Chat window and button customization 

 Chat routing to multiple departments 

 Real time visitor monitoring 

 24/7 live chat support 

 Mobile apps to help businesses chat with customers on the go 

Comm100’s Enterprise-ready edition offers all this, plus advanced chat allocation, powerful queue 

management tools, automatic visitor recognition, key performance indicator (KPI) reporting, agent 

performance evaluation, 24/7 chat volume reports and more.  

http://www.comm100.com/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/oracle/2018/01/11/innovative-design-tech-high-school-opens-its-home-on-oracle-campus/#673dfabc77d6
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Although Comm100 is primarily a customer service software, it also acts as a sales solution, helping 

contact centers convert leads and upsell products in real time, just as a salesperson might do in a brick-

and-mortar store. This software solution also helps maximize agent productivity and optimize 

scheduling, making sure that no company resources go to waste. 

Great for: Companies who want a bolt-on piece of software that adds extra channels with little 

hassle, gives advanced routing and reporting capabilities, etc. 

Not great for: Companies who want a solution which contains a fully-fledged CRM; businesses 

who aren’t interested in advanced functionality and just want something basic. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Any 

 Price:    Team - $29/agent/month 

o Business - $49/agent/month 

o Enterprise — Call to request demo. 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, Linux, Android, iPhone/iPad, Windows Mobile 

 Deployment: Private or shared cloud-based deployment or on-premises deployment 

 Need: Customer service software, sales tools, omnichannel software, live chat software 

Competitors: BoldChat, LiveChatInc 
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Business Seeks All-in-One Customer Service Software 

Zendesk - https://www.zendesk.com/  

Zendesk was founded in 2007 by three friends using an old kitchen door as a desk. A leader in help desk 

services, Zendesk now has over 2,000 employees and serves 114,000 customers in 150 countries and 

territories.  

Zendesk offers a range of products to help companies improve their customer relationships. These 

products include call center software, live chat integration, customer support management tools, 

knowledge base tools, and a shared team inbox.  Zendesk’s ticketing system works to collect all 

customer support requests and manage them in a single location, making it easier for agents to help 

customers reach satisfaction.  

Zendesk integrates well with other customer engagement tools, such as CRMs, bug trackers, and third 

party live chat software.  

Many enterprises opt for Zendesk as a customer service software. However, for startups and smaller 

organizations, Zendesk can be a little complex, over-featured, and pricey. Zendesk divides its software 

into separately priced sub-products, meaning that to get its full omnichannel functionality, you have to 

pay more. As one reviewer put it: “Zendesk’s biggest advantage is its highly developed, comprehensive 

environment — useful to big customer service teams operating on many levels. Used partially, Zendesk 

loses its ‘wow’ effect.” 

Great for: Companies who already have a phone system and CRM — especially Salesforce — and 

who want a bolt-on piece of software that adds extra channels with little hassle, gives advanced 

routing and reporting capabilities, etc. 

Not great for: Startups, small businesses, businesses on a budget. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Any 

 Price: The basic prices for Zendesk support are as follows: 

https://www.zendesk.com/
https://www.zendesk.com/company/press/zendesk-announces-third-quarter-2017-results/
https://www.quora.com/Is-the-Zendesk-company-a-good-product-for-web-startups-to-use
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o Essential - $5/agent/month 

o Team - $19/agent/month 

o Professional - $49/agent/month 

o Enterprise - $99/agent/month 

o Elite - $199/agent/month 

o Zendesk chat has a monthly add-on price ranging from $0 (Lite) to $70 (Enterprise). 

Knowledge base software and call center software also come at additional fees. 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, Linux, web browser, Android, iPhone/iPad 

 Deployment: Cloud, SaaS, Web 

 Need: Call center software, customer support tools, live chat software, knowledge base 

software, omnichannel support. 

Competitors: Moxie, Re:amaze 

Company Seeks Social Media Software with a Focus in Marketing 

Hootsuite - https://hootsuite.com/  

Hootsuite is one of the largest and most comprehensive social media managers out there, and it’s not 

without reason. Their mission is to help businesses manage all their social media accounts in on place, 

so that they can do more with their social media. 

As a social media software, Hootsuite offers support for the following: 

 Twitter profiles 

 Facebook profiles, pages and groups 

 Google+ pages and profiles 

 LinkedIn profiles and companies 

https://hootsuite.com/
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 WordPress blogs 

 Instagram profiles 

It also features apps to extend its functionality to other social media platforms, such as Pinterest and 

YouTube (a majority of these integrations are free). With Hootsuite, companies can schedule social 

media updates and even automate posts according to the time that customers are most likely to 

engage. Different accounts can have different permissions — ranging from default to admin to super 

admin — ensuring that teams can collaborate easily according to these rolls.  

Hootsuite also lets businesses build influencer lists, engage in social listening, and set contests and 

campaigns. As a social media software, it excels in marketing. 

Like live chat software, Hootsuite’s social media software provides analytics and reports to help 

companies best understand how their social media strategies are performing. These advanced reports 

can be sorted into custom “boards”, and cover a range of different social data points.  

Similar to other popular customer engagement software solutions, Hootsuite’s downsides affect mainly 

small businesses and businesses on a budget. While Hootsuite has some free reports, the system 

requires that customers buy reports using points. This means that companies who are serious about 

monitoring their social media performance may have to pay extra in order to do so.  

Another downside to Hootsuite is that companies can only track engagement on click-through links that 

have been added from Hootsuite. Clicks on third-party URL shorteners do not end up in Hootsuite’s 

reporting, and Hootsuite itself only supports a limited number of URL shorteners for adding links to 

posts. Another criticism of Hootsuite is that the bulk scheduler posts statuses on Facebook that do not 

include a thumbnail or image summary, making links less clickable. 

Great for: Medium, large, and enterprise businesses with a large marketing budget. Medium 

businesses should have limited social media team members, to avoid paying high costs for 

additional members. 

Not great for: Small businesses, businesses on a budget, social media management for multiple 

clients. 

https://iag.me/socialmedia/reviews/7-reasons-not-to-use-hootsuite/
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Specs:  

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Any  

 Price:  

o Free (1 user, 3 social profiles, only 30 scheduled posts)  

o Professional (1 user, 10 social profiles, unlimited posts)-  $19/month 

o Team (3 users, 20 social profiles, unlimited posts) - $99/month 

o Enterprise — Call for consultation 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, Linux, web browser, Android, iPhone/iPad 

 Deployment: Cloud, SaaS, Web 

 Need: Social media marketing and management 

Competitors: Sprout Social, Buffer, Edgar, Salesforce Social Studio 

Business Seeks Social Media Software with Integrated Social CRM 

Sprout Social - https://sproutsocial.com/  

One of Hootsuite’s main competitors, Sprout Social is a social media software tool that boasts an easy, 

inviting user experience.  

Sprout Social presents all connected profiles in a single, unified stream (although businesses have the 

option to filter their feed by social profile). Additionally, Sprout Social’s smart inbox allows users to mark 

different messages as “complete,” so that social inquiries are less likely to be missed and fall through the 

cracks.  

One of Sprout Social’s biggest strengths is its built-in Social CRM system. As Zach Watson from 

Technology Advice explains: “For every account that follows you or that you follow, Sprout Social 

https://sproutsocial.com/
http://technologyadvice.com/blog/marketing/sprout-social-vs-hootsuite-comparing-two-social-media-standouts/
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creates a record that stores interaction history as well as basic contact information. This information can 

be immensely helpful for salespeople, another way to build marketing and sales alignment.” 

Sprout Social works with the following social media integrations: 

 Twitter accounts 

 Facebook pages 

 Google+ pages 

 LinkedIn pages 

 Instagram accounts 

One of Sprout Social’s main disadvantages is that it integrates with less social networks than Hootsuite. 

Another downfall to this software is that it only has two scheduling options — one for weekdays, and 

one for weekends. That means that customers who want to schedule posts for different times day by 

day are out of luck. Sprout Social also only allows a maximum of 10 posts per day, which can be very 

limiting to companies who want to post more frequently as part of their social media strategy. 

What it lacks in integrations, Sprout Social makes up for in comprehensive, readable reporting. Unlike 

Hootsuite, Sprout Social does not charge additional fees for reports (that being said, Sprout Social’s 

reporting is also not quite as robust as Hootsuite’s).  

Another drawback to Sprout Social is that it requires customers to pay a higher monthly fee per user to 

unlock social listening capabilities. In general, the cost of Sprout Social can be prohibitive to include all 

members of a large team, or for businesses on a budget.  

Great for: Medium to enterprise businesses with a large social media budget; businesses who are 

looking for a Social CRM 

Not great for: Businesses whose social needs include YouTube, Pinterest, Snapchat, or other social 

platforms not covered by Sprout Social. Customers who are primarily interested in social listening 

would also be better matched with a different software. 
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Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Any  

 Price:  

o Premium (includes 10 social profiles) - $99/user/month 

o Corporate (includes 15 social profiles) - $149/user/month 

o Enterprise (includes 20 social profiles) - $249/user/month 

o 5 Additional Profiles $25/month 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, Linux, web browser, Android, iPhone/iPad 

 Deployment: Cloud-based, SaaS, Web 

 Need: Social media marketing, Social CRM 

Competitors: Hootsuite, Buffer, Jollor, SocialPilot 

Business Seeks Powerful Email Marketing Automation Tool 

MailChimp - https://mailchimp.com/  

Live chat and social media marketing may be on the rise, but email marketing is still alive and well, 

especially through MailChimp. 

MailChimp is the world’s largest marketing automation platform, and a well-known email newsletter 

service. Their goal is to help businesses and shops of all sizes find their audience, engage their 

customers, and build their brand. 

MailChimp stands out from its competitors in their commitment to providing quality, low-cost marketing 

software to small and growing businesses. As MailChimp says on their website, their mission is to “help 

small businesses grow by democratizing powerful marketing tools that are often reserved for large 

enterprises.” It’s a mission that has earned them millions of loyal customers and fans across industries. 

https://mailchimp.com/
https://blog.mailchimp.com/announcing-free-marketing-automation-for-everyone/?_ga=2.177321890.689577355.1515773215-1551818051.1513632831
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Today MailChimp serves over 14 million customers. For businesses with under 2000 email subscribers, 

MailChimp offers its services at no cost. As of mid 2017, those services also include free marketing 

automation. That includes automated welcome emails, shopping cart abandonment reminders, and 

more. Businesses can also create professional campaigns using email templates, personalize campaigns 

based on customer interests, and check campaign progress with free reports.  

With MailChimp, companies can create a landing page with a call to action, prompting website visitors 

to become subscribers. Several other features are available through MailChimp (such remarketing ads 

fulfilled by Google and social media marketing campaigns), at an additional cost.  

As a downside, MailChimp does not support contact tagging or have advanced lead segmentation 

options. For advanced users, MailChimp’s customization capabilities are quite limited, and the software 

can be seen as inflexible. MailChimp also doesn’t support SMS marketing, or have the CRM capabilities 

that more seasoned marketers desire. 

Great for: Small businesses, startups, and businesses with 2000 or fewer subscribers. 

Not great for: Large businesses and enterprises; businesses looking to spend more to get a more 

advanced marketing automation tool. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Any, however it is ideal for small to medium businesses. 

 Price:  

o Forever Free (2000 or fewer subscribers) — Free 

o Growing Business — Starting at $10/month 

o Pro Marketer — Growing Business price plus an additional $199/month 

o Pay as you go options also available. 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, Linux, web browser, Android, iPhone/iPad 

 Deployment: Cloud-based 

https://mailchimp.com/features/google-remarketing-ads/
https://mailchimp.com/features/facebook-ads/
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 Need: Email marketing automation; professional email campaigns. 

Competitors: ActiveCampaign, CoverKit (for professional bloggers) 

Company Seeks an All-in-One Marketing Software that Doubles as a CRM 

Hubspot - https://www.hubspot.com/  

Hubspot is one of the most popular marketing automation software companies in the world. This 

inbound marketing software platform helps companies attract visitors, convert leads, and increase 

customer loyalty. Hubspot includes tools for social media marketing, social listening, content 

management, web analytics, landing pages, and search engine optimization (SEO), among others.  

Hubspot opens marketing up well beyond email, creating a multichannel marketing experience for its 

users. By nurturing leads across various platforms, Hubspot promises superior lead conversion, a full-

funnel inbound strategy, and an amplified ROI on both inbound and traditional marketing. 

What makes Hubspot attractive is its “all-in-oneness”. Hubspot integrates three main functions that 

businesses often have to seek out distinct tools for: CRM, Marketing, and Sales. The purpose of this, the 

company says, is so that your business can stop worrying about scattered tools and focus on growing 

revenue.  

Despite Hubspot’s all-in-oneness, it is rich with third party integrations. From Salesforce to Survey 

Monkey, Hubspot makes it easy for companies to connect to their favorite software solutions. 

Despite several positives in their favor, Hubspot has some notable cons. According to Marketing 

Automation Insider, Hubspot is notorious for price creep and lock-in contracts:  

“While Hubspot [does] have a $200/month package, marketing automation and [third party] CRM 

integration are only offered at their $800/month package, which includes only 1,000 contacts. As your 

requirements and contacts grow, so does this cost (quite rapidly).”  

Hubspot’s 12-month contract is also less convenient than the month-by-month contract that other 

software solutions offer. For a solution that is catered to small and medium businesses, Hubspot is on 

the pricey side. 

https://www.hubspot.com/
https://www.marketingautomationinsider.com/hubspot/
https://www.marketingautomationinsider.com/hubspot/
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Great for: Small to medium businesses with a large marketing budget; businesses that want an 

all-in-one marketing solution 

Not great for: Businesses on a budget; enterprises that need a more robust system to fit their 

needs; businesses that do not want or need an all-in-one solution. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Any (small to enterprise) 

 Price:  

o Free 

o Starter - $50/month 

o Basic - $200/month 

o Professional - $800/month 

o Enterprise - $2400/month 

o Onboarding ranges from $600-$20,000 (one-time payment). 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, Linux, web browser, Android, iPhone/iPad 

 Deployment: Cloud, SaaS, Web 

 Need: CRM; Sales; Marketing (Social media, email, web, and more). 

Competitors: Ontraport (specializes in small businesses and entrepreneurs), Infusionsoft 

(specializes in small businesses), Marketo (specializes in enterprises) 
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Company Seeks Tool for Advanced Marketers 

Marketo - https://www.marketo.com/  

Marketo is a cloud-based marketing solution that was built to fit the marketing needs of companies of 

any size. This engagement software allows companies to create, manage, and execute personalized 

engagement with customers across every touchpoint: email, web, mobile, and more. 

Where Hubspot focuses on inbound marketing, Marketo has traditionally been associated with B2B 

marketing because of their deeper focus on lead nurturing.  

Since Marketo specializes in custom solutions for enterprises, their software tends to require more IT 

knowledge to operate. Like with employing Salesforce, Marketo is best used if you have a marketing 

technologist with software experience on site. With the right amount of software knowledge, your 

business will be able to truly appreciate the array of features Marketo offers.  

Although Marketo doesn’t come equipped with their own CRM, it was designed using Salesforce as the 

CRM. As a result, Marketo integrates seamlessly with Salesforce — a huge plus for businesses who use 

this CRM. In all, Marketo’s has over 365 applications and integrations with third-party platforms. 

Once set up, businesses report that Marketo is easy to use. Unfortunately, if your business does not 

have an expert to help with the setup process, starting off with this software can be challenging. For 

small teams, the learning curve can be especially tough, and may mean that many small teams won’t get 

the best use out of this software. Marketo has also been criticized for their poor landing page builder 

and steep price jumps.   

Great for: Teams with advanced software knowledge or an expert on-site. 

Not great for: Small teams; teams just getting started with marketing software; teams on a 

budget. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Any 

 Price:  

https://www.marketo.com/
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o Basic — $895 per month 

o Pro — $1,795 per month 

o Elite — $3,195 per month 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, Linux, web browser, Android, iPhone/iPad 

 Deployment: Cloud, SaaS, Web 

 Need: Advanced marketing technology 

Competitors: Hubspot, Oracle Eloqua, Salesforce Pardot 

Business Seeks PR Software to Monitor Brand Across All Media 

Cision - https://www.cision.com/  

Cision is the largest PR database in the world and the “granddaddy of all PR databases.” This full-

featured software covers every aspect of corporate communication needs, helping businesses reach, 

target, and engage with their audience.  

Cision provides insights into things like social media engagement, brand health, crisis mitigation, 

consumer sentiments, social impact, investor relations, government relations, and more. Its strong 

analysis, media list building, and distribution capabilities make it a frontrunner in the PR software 

industry. 

To help companies make quality PR connections, Cision has a database of over 1.6 million journalists, 

influencers, and editorial contacts. Cision’s amplification campaigns help businesses show off their 

content in recommended content modules across the internet. 

Cision’s negative point? You guessed it — this software is extremely pricy and not for everyone. In 2014 

Cision charged $5,700 per year for a single license to access its media database. Pricing information is 

now only available by demand, but it’s likely that the price has increased since then. 

Great for: Businesses with a large PR budget; advertising agencies, news organizations, 

government offices, and other organizations with high spending power and an audience to reach. 

https://www.cision.com/
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Not great for: Businesses with a medium to low PR budget. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Large to Enterprise 

 Price: Contact Cison for details 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, Linux, web browser, Android, iPhone/iPad 

 Deployment: Cloud-based 

 Need: Connect with influencers, journalists, etc.; Monitor public sentiment; Advanced PR tool. 

Competitors: Meltwater, Muck Rack, GroupHigh 

Company Seeks Omnichannel Customer Support Software 

Shopify Plus - https://www.shopify.com/plus  
 

Shopify Plus is Shopify’s solution to omnichannel customer engagement. This multichannel ecommerce 

platform allows businesses to optimize sales channels across mobile, social, and in-store. 

Built specifically for retail, Shopify Plus includes one-click integrations to help companies sell products 

natively across social networks. This includes enabling instant purchases through Facebook, Pinterest, 

Instagram, and other visually stimulating social feeds.  

Shopify Plus’s omnichannel capabilities extend to mobile too. This software solution allows companies 

to create mobile friendly storefronts and enable mobile payments through hundreds of gateways, such 

as PayPal, Apple Pay, Shopify Pay, and more. It’s other shopping capabilities — such as in person and 

wholesale — make this a quality omnichannel solution for retail.  

The downsides to Shopify Plus are these: Shopify Plus is only available for Enterprises, and is more for 

marketing than it is a great content management system. Additionally, Shopify has a platform lock-in, 

https://www.shopify.com/plus
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which makes it hard to switch ecommerce platforms. As one reviewer notes, “if Shopify runs into 

financial trouble, you bear that vendor risk. If you want to close your store and migrate to a new 

platform, you can only get the data that Shopify exports for you.” 

Great for: Ecommerce businesses  

Not great for: Small businesses that won’t benefit from an enterprise solution; Other industries 

that won’t benefit from having an online shop; companies that want a more powerful sales 

solution. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Retail, food and beverage, fashion, home furnishing, beauty and cosmetics. 

 Business size: Enterprise 

 Price: Contact Shopify for details (Start around $2000 per month) 

 OS:  

 Deployment: Cloud-based 

 Need: Sales 

Competitors: BigCommerce Enterprise, Magento Enterprise 

OmniPath by Lucep - https://lucep.com/omnipath/ 

Lucep is an AI startup company that developed a “click to call” customer engagement solution that helps 

businesses increase their online lead generation and conversion capabilities.  

Lucep combines web and mobile technologies to generate a live chat-like pop-up window that prompts 

website visitors to click to receive a call from an agent. Should a visitor choose to accept this invitation, 

they need only to enter a name and a phone number where they can be reached — within minutes an 

agent will reach out to them. 

https://www.shivarweb.com/5043/shopify-plus-enterprise-ecommerce-platform-review/
https://lucep.com/omnipath/
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Like live chat, Lucep’s software ensures that customers don’t have to go through the hassle of fighting 

with an automated machine or waiting in a long queue to speak with a representative. Instead, they are 

connected quickly and securely with a call center agent who can assist them with their needs. 

Lucep’s OmniPath software is an omni-channel customer engagement platform for enterprises — 

streamlining customer journeys and integrating customer relationship management. Whether a 

customer reaches out to your business via mobile apps, the company website, social media, SMS, in-

branch or even over the phone, Lucep will share the user journey data across all channels. That way, 

when a customer does click to call, an agent can reach out to them with the right information.  

The downside to Lucep is that while Lucep is a live chat alternative, it does not solve support needs of 

every customer. While some customers may appreciate the option to receive a call from a 

representative, others prefer the more laid back, multitask-friendly nature of live chat, which Lucep 

cannot provide (live chat, on the other hand, with its audio and video integrations, can provide the same 

sort of service as Lucep). Lucep also has limited integration capabilities, which is a deterrent to some 

buyers. Lucep is geared more heavily towards sales than customer service. 

Great for: Businesses seeking a live chat alternative 

Not great for: Businesses looking to move away from telephony and embrace digital service 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

 Business size: Omnichannel tool is only available to enterprises 

 Price: Contact Lucep for details 

 Deployment: Cloud-based 

 Need: Sales, Customer service 
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Comm100 - https://www.comm100.com/  

Comm100 has come far in growing its omnichannel capabilities. What started out as a live chat provider 

is now a customer engagement software solution that offers social media integrations, knowledge base 

software, AI/Chatbot services, and even more channels on the roadmap. 

Comm100’s social media integration helps businesses to serve their customers on Facebook, Twitter, 

and Facebook messenger just like they would on live chat. Social media inquiries and comments pop up 

on the same dashboard as live chat, and can be sorted, filtered, prioritized and assigned to different 

individuals or departments.  

Another channel that Comm100 provides is audio and video chat. While most customers prefer text 

chatting, there are times when an issue can be resolved more quickly via audio or video. With audio and 

video chat, international customers and potential customers can call in without incurring high 

international dialing fees. Audio and video chat offers new possibilities across industries — for example, 

in the healthcare industry,  doctors can use video chat to check in on and even diagnose a patient from 

the comfort of their home. With audio and video chat, confidential information can be passed securely 

from customer to agent. 

Comm100’s knowledge base can easily integrate with live chat, providing a better customer and agent 

experience through self-service. One or more knowledge bases can be set up and integrated within the 

chat window for website visitors to access before chats begin, and agents can also look up knowledge 

base information with a single click. Like the knowledge base, Comm100’s AI or Chatbot integration can 

handle basic, predetermined customer queries, allowing agents to be freed up to handle more complex 

questions and issues. 

Through integrations, Comm100 fully supports customers improving efficiency, innovation, and 

achieving a truly omnichannel solution through third party CRMs, analytics, and more. 

Great for: Companies who want a bolt-on piece of software that adds extra channels with little 

hassle, gives advanced routing and reporting capabilities, etc. 

Not great for: Companies who are only looking for CRMs or marketing solutions; businesses who 

aren’t interested in advanced functionality and just want something basic. 

Specs: 

 Industry: Any 

https://www.comm100.com/
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 Business size: Any 

 Price:    Team - $29/agent/month 

o Business - $49/agent/month 

o Enterprise — Call to request demo. 

 OS: Windows, Mac OS, Linux, Android, iPhone/iPad, Windows Mobile 

 Deployment: Private or shared cloud-based deployment or on-premises deployment 

 Need: Customer service software, sales tools, omnichannel software, live chat software 

Conclusion 

The right customer engagement software will put your business on the path towards higher sales, 

growth, and profitability. In the end, whether you choose to adopt one (or more) of these customer 

engagement solutions or their competitors will depend on where your company is at, where it wants to 

go, and what resources are available to take it there. 
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What’s the Catch? — 11 Hidden Pitfalls of Your 
Favorite Customer Engagement Tools 

It happens to many businesses. Imagine you’ve purchased what seems like the perfect customer 

engagement software for your company —  the one that will take your customer relationships and 

revenue to the next level. At first you feel satisfied, confident in your investment. But as it turns out, the 

road to success isn’t without setbacks: despite everything that this software provider promised, you 

begin to come across some unspoken — and unexpected — downfalls.  

Maybe your customer engagement tool traps you in a price creep, a stiff contract, or forces you to 

purchase add-ons to get the full functionality that you thought was included. Maybe it’s missing some 

key features or isn’t as user-friendly as you had hoped.  

Regardless of what the problem is, these pitfalls are at best annoying — at worst they can mean not 

getting proper use of the customer engagement software, or funneling money into an unsuccessful 

venture. Here are some of the hidden drawbacks of customer engagement tools that providers won’t 

tell you — and tips on how to avoid them when purchasing your software solution. 

Stiff Contracts Can Lock Companies In 

While some customer engagement solutions offer flexible monthly and per-use pricing, other providers 

may require an extended contract to use their services. Companies such as SugarCRM require 

companies to commit to annual contracts, making it hard to switch software or downgrade packages 

should you overbuy. That’s not all, though — SugarCRM also requires companies to purchase a 

minimum of 10 user licenses annually, putting their starting price at $4,800 per year (other software 

solutions may require an even higher user amount — SAP CRM requires a minimum of 15).  

Some vendors try to lock businesses in by promising them the best rates for a longer contract: 

Salesforce encourages multi-year agreements in exchange for its most favorable pricing terms. While 

more extended contracts may not be a problem for companies who use the software year after year, it 

can be a deterrent for businesses who aren’t ready to commit to a long-term solution.  

More than anyone, enterprises can come out affected by whether or not a software provider has 

inflexible contract negotiation practices. According to Gartner, one of the downfalls of both Salesforce 

and Oracle is that customers have given the companies “comparatively low scores for contract 

https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-3EHWQ8Z&ct=160811&st=sb
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negotiations and pricing flexibility.” To help empower customers, Gartner, Snowforce data, and Medium 

have all written articles advising businesses on the best way to negotiate terms with Salesforce. 

While stiff contracts aren’t necessarily a reason not to choose a customer engagement solution, being 

aware of this reality can help you better do your research and analyze the cost-benefit of software 

before committing to it. 

Tips for avoiding this pitfall:  

1. While it’s essential for any agreement, businesses that are considering entering a long-term 

contract should familiarize themselves thoroughly with the pros and cons of a software 

solution before committing to it. This includes doing a cost-benefit analysis of the software, to 

make sure it’s really worth what the vendor is asking you to invest.  

2. Take advantage of the free trials that most customer engagement software vendors offer 

before committing to a stiff contract, so that you can make sure that this software solution 

really is the best choice for your company. 

3. Look at your 3-month, 6-month, and 12-month plan. Will agreeing to this software’s 

conditions help you achieve your goals for this time frame, or could it hinder growth? (How 

scalable is this software solution?) 

4. Start small wherever possible: you can always increase your contract duration if you decide 

that you like the software! 

Hidden Costs Add Up 

A big problem with customer engagement software providers is that many aren’t very upfront about 

hidden costs at the time of purchase — and hidden costs add up.  

Here are some hidden costs to watch out for, along with a few examples of companies that have 

charged these hidden costs: 

 Paid add-ons (Salesforce) — The need to pay for add-ons to get the most out of Salesforce 

makes it fairly inaccessible to startups and small businesses.  

https://www.gartner.com/doc/3283917/key-terms-negotiate-salesforce-master
https://www.snowforcedata.com/single-post/2017/06/12/Five-Tips-for-Negotiating-Salesforcecom-Pricing
https://medium.com/@SIMInt/5-tips-for-negotiating-with-salesforce-2e48d8c3423e
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 Paid reports (Hootsuite) — The fact that Hootsuite requires businesses to pay for additional 

reports can be an expensive speed bump for companies that are serious about monitoring their 

social media engagement. 

 Paid technical support (Hubspot) — From troubleshooting to making changes to the software, 

paid technical support can add extra dollar signs to what was once an innocuous bill. 

 Implementation costs (Salesforce) — From deployment to customization, Salesforce and other 

customer engagement software providers often charge an implementation cost that you won’t 

find on their website. 

 Onboarding costs (InfusionSoft) — Okay, InfusionSoft was actually pretty upfront about this 

one, but not all software solutions are. 

These aren’t the only hidden costs you should be aware of: you should also be on the lookout for 

unexpected jumps in pricing. Some companies like Hubspot have been criticized for their steep price 

creeps, meaning that as your requirements and contacts grow, so does the cost — and quite rapidly.  

Remember that not every company or every plan has the same hidden costs, and that some are very 

minor when compared to the ROI that they’ll bring you. However, it’s still good to have a full picture of 

what those costs may be so that you can successfully analyze the cost-benefit of a software. 

Tips for avoiding this pitfall:  

1. Consult with a sales representative and make specific pricing inquiries to ensure full, 

transparent pricing.  

2. Read comments and reviews about different companies and their plans to make sure that they 

don’t have any hidden costs that will surprise you down the line. Even if they do, this step will 

ensure that your company consents to and is ready to take on those costs. 

3. When comparing software solutions, make sure to consider the whole price, not just the price 

of the plan on the vendor’s website. The full price includes the cost of add-ons, deployment 

fees, and any extra costs you’ve come across in your research. 

4. Look at your projected business growth when deciding on a customer engagement software 

solution. It may be smarter to start out with a software provider that has a more expensive 

https://www.marketingautomationinsider.com/hubspot/
https://www.marketingautomationinsider.com/hubspot/
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second-tier plan, but a more affordable enterprise plan if you expect your company to hit 

enterprise level in the near future.  

All-in-One Systems Can Fall Short on Individual Capabilities 

Let’s be honest — who doesn’t like the sound of an all-in-one system?  

Many companies with a variety of software needs may initially opt for a one-stop-shop when it comes 

time to purchase a customer engagement solution. And these aren’t hard to find — with the customer 

engagement software market ever-expanding, many vendors advertise their brand as capable of 

delivering on several different areas of engagement. 

While these offerings may seem compelling, all-in-one systems run the risk of being a jack of all trades, 

but a master of none. In other words, while all-in-one systems may offer many tools, the capacities of 

each individual tool may not be as strong as what dedicated vendors provide.  

For example, Hubspot is an all-in-one software provider that offers CRM, marketing, and sales tools. 

While Hubspot has received praise for its inbound marketing solution, it’s CRM software isn’t as 

powerful as other dedicated CRM solutions such as Oracle or Salesforce. Another example is Zendesk. 

Zendesk is a great all-in-one help desk software, however, its live chat tool lacks the Enterprise features 

and functionality that expert providers like Comm100 offer.  

The fact that all-in-one software solutions may not provide companies with the individual tool 

functionality that they need is no secret — vendors like Zendesk and Hubspot know this, which is why 

they offer integrations with third-party apps. That way, businesses can use the tools that these 

companies deliver best on, while turning to other providers for more advanced individual tool 

functionality. 

When contracting an all-in-one software provider, be aware that you might have to spend extra in the 

future if the capabilities of their tools don’t fulfill your needs. It’s also important to note that despite 

having less powerful tools, all-in-one vendors often aren’t cheaper than dedicated providers — that’s 

because to “unlock” certain tools and features customers are often required to switch to a higher 

payment plan or pay an additional monthly amount per feature. While all-in-one vendors have a lot to 

offer customers, expecting or depending on them to fulfill every need your company might have can be 

a setup for disappointment. 
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Tips for avoiding this pitfall:  

1. Make a list of the customer engagement tools that your company is looking to invest in. Then, 

on a scale from 1-10, rate how important it is that each of these tools have advanced 

functionality (if you know which specific capabilities you want out of each tool, be sure to jot 

those down as well). This will help you sort out your non-negotiables from your negotiables so 

that you can more easily decide what functions to invest in a leading provider vs. leave to an 

all-in-one vendor.  

Caps and Restrictions Hinder Engagement 

There are many kinds of caps and restrictions that could hit your company when purchasing a customer 

engagement solution. One of the most common and transparent ways that software providers manage 

restrictions is through pricing tiers. Pricing tiers often correspond with different business sizes and 

starting levels (for example, MailChimp’s subscription plans are named Forever Free, Growing Business, 

and Pro Marketer, after who they’re geared towards). Free versions of software typically have the most 

caps and restrictions, making them hard for companies to use beyond an introductory level. The rule of 

thumb is the more a business pays, the fewer restrictions they face and the more features they unlock.  

Having greater restrictions on cheaper pricing plans is standard among SaaS providers and isn’t always a 

downside to the software solution: the inclusion of less feature-rich packages keeps prices low for 

smaller companies that don’t need them. That being said, it’s important that you check out exactly what 

features are included in different pricing plans so that you won’t be disappointed if your favorite 

features aren’t part of the bundle.  

Companies may boast their integration abilities, but watch out: integrations are also prone to 

restrictions. If you’re banking on a software solution integrating with your current CRM or social media 

tool, be sure that that integration is included in the pricing plan that you’re interested in.  

It’s not just features or integrations that come with restrictions: some customer engagement software 

providers will even restrict engagement depending on how much you pay. For example, CRM software 

solutions like Salesforce may not allow lead assignment and routing unless businesses to upgrade to at 

least a second-tier plan; marketing solutions like MailChimp may only allow so many email automations 

or subscribers. Engagement solutions like Hootsuite that charge per plan and not per user can greatly 

restrict how many users companies are allowed. Even live chat providers often put caps on the number 
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of chats that companies can send monthly from lower paying accounts (don’t worry, Comm100 doesn’t 

do this!).  

Tips for avoiding this pitfall:  

1. The good news is that caps and restrictions will normally be listed on the software vendor’s 

website alongside the pricing plan. To avoid being affected by annoying caps and restrictions, 

make sure that your software of choice offers the functionality and integrations that you need 

as part of the pricing plan that you’re willing to invest in.  

2. If the features that you’re interested in aren’t listed under the pricing plan, search for these 

specific features on the company website — the page promoting that feature should tell you 

what pricing tiers it is included with.  

3. Should the pricing plan that you’re interested in have too many restrictions, you can avoid 

them by investing in a more expensive plan and/or by researching different software solutions. 

Enterprise level accounts generally offer the most robust functionality with the least 

restrictions.  

Watch Out for Key Differences Between Similar Solutions 

It’s not just about caps and restrictions — some customer engagement software vendors don’t offer as 

many features as their competitors, regardless of the price plans. And what’s missing can often go 

unnoticed: after all, you won’t find SaaS providers boasting the features they don’t have — they flaunt 

what they do.  

Let’s take a look at live chat, for example. Some live chat providers such as SnapEngage and ClickDesk 

only collect data on visitors that have sent a live chat request, whereas Comm100 proactively collects 

data from all website visitors —  regardless of whether they request to chat. The result is an extreme 

difference in reporting capabilities between these live chat solutions and Comm100 — a gap that many 

customers may not realize exists based on these providers’ websites alone.   

A gap in reporting capacities isn’t the only example of key performance differences amongst live chat 

providers. Some live chat providers also penalize lower paying plans by providing them with fewer 

customization options, which can be hurtful to startups and small businesses. Others, like Velaro, don’t 
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offer a remote desktop feature, which is useful in supporting customers. And others still lack audio and 

video chat capabilities — a feature which is available as an add-on from Comm100. 

Sometimes similar types of solutions have different focuses that set them apart. For example, there are 

many kinds of social media solutions. Some, like Hootsuite, are more focused on marketing. Others, like 

Sprout Social, have a built-in social CRM. It’s important to be aware of these critical differences to pick 

the solution that will best fit your needs. 

Tips for avoiding this pitfall:  

1. Compare the features of each product that you are considering side-by-side so that you will 

notice when products are missing a feature that is important to you. 

2. Pick a software solution with a focus/feature set that’s right for you, keeping in mind that this 

can vary significantly within the same product category. 

Overstated User-Friendliness Is Problematic for SMBs and Startups 

Many businesses believe customer engagement software providers when they say that their software 

solution is easy to use. However, expecting a tricky software to be user-friendly can result in 

complications down the line. 

The consequences of a less-than-user-friendly software are felt most strongly by SMBs and startup 

companies with small budgets. That’s because software that is not user-friendly can have additional 

training and even hiring costs attached to it. For example, a product like Salesforce might boast that it is 

user-friendly, but then prove to be too complicated to use without hiring an administrator (and if you 

don’t have money in the budget for an administrator, then you’re out of luck).  

In another pitfall scenario, you might hope that you will be technologically savvy enough to use a 

specific piece of software, but then have trouble adapting. If this doesn’t directly result in you investing 

more money, it will at least cost you time as you adjust to the learning curve (and as the saying goes, 

time is money).  

But it’s not just small businesses that are affected by overly complicated software. Big businesses may 

want a solution that their team can adapt quickly to, or software that they can make changes to on their 

own. This is where engagement solutions like BoldChat become a problem — they require users to be 
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versed in coding to make changes to the software, which alienates businesses that want a simple 

solution.  

Tips for avoiding this pitfall:  

1. Read reviews of products online, specifically from businesses with a similar profile to yours. 

(Did other businesses of your size with your same financial situation and tech experience have 

a hard time using this product?)  

2. Ease of use can include many things — be sure to consider the following when researching a 

product’s user-friendliness: Is this product going to be challenging to learn or train your team 

on? How about to set up? Will it be demanding to maintain, or taxing to make changes to? 

Are there any simple tasks that this software complicates? Will it be easy to reach customer 

support should you need help with the software? 

3. Take advantage of free trials to test usability.  

4. More complicated does not always mean more powerful: when in doubt, choose the simpler 

solution. 

5. Once you contract an engagement solution, you’re not on your own — make use of any 

training, self-help resources, and other materials that the vendor may provide. 

On-Premises Deployment Comes with Extra Costs and Limitations 

As a leader in Gartner’s SFA Magic Quadrant for the 11th straight year, we can learn a lot from 

Salesforce. One of those things is that the cloud is the future of SaaS — which makes on-premises 

deployment a thing of the past. 

According to MaximizerCRM, on-premises systems were shown to be more expensive to operate 

annually than their cloud-based counterparts, with an overall cost that is 60% higher on an annual basis 

— even after the first year. With cloud-based deployment, companies typically face lower upfront and 

ongoing costs. 

Companies that rely on on-premises deployment have to wait for essential upgrades — some even see 

additional fees for upgrades, customization, or maintenance. Meanwhile, companies that opt for cloud-

https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2017/07/salesforce-leader-gartner-sfa-magic-quadrant.html
https://www.maximizer.com/blog/which-is-more-expensive-cloud-or-on-premise/
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based deployment can receive updates, data backups, and more instantly — keeping them up to date 

with the latest software developments. 

According to one study, 93% of organizations are now using cloud services. And the best cloud-based 

providers have robust security requirements that often trump the need to implement in-house — for 

example, Comm100 is ISO27001 certified. 

Tips for avoiding this pitfall:  

1. Cloud systems have better data backup, faster implementation, require no additional IT 

resources to support your infrastructure for servers, networks, and applications. Any upgrades 

are received right away, so you can continue to perform at a high level with the latest 

software. Avoid the pitfalls of on-premises deployment by choosing the cloud. 

Companies that Misuse Systems or Cut Corners May Suffer 

Customer engagement software solutions have enormous potential when it comes to growing 

businesses — however, if businesses aren’t serious about implementing them, then this potential can go 

to waste. Some companies invest significant amounts in CRMs and other engagement software systems 

only to see them fail after six months. The reason why is an improper use of the engagement tool. 

There are several ways that a company could fail to take advantage of their customer engagement 

software. Companies could fail to make serious use of reports that the software provides. They could fail 

to invest in a dedicated system administrator — something that is necessary for companies with CRMs 

such as Salesforce, Oracle, etc.  

Or, they could fail to embrace the software. Forbes contributor Gene Marks recalls salespeople at one of 

his clients not taking Salesforce seriously, which when coupled with lax management ultimately caused 

the system to flop. As Marks says, “Don’t want to embrace your CRM? Don’t want to require a bare 

minimum of data entry to track customer contacts and key profile data? Don’t care if a salesperson isn’t 

paying attention to the system? Then suffer the consequences. The most successful CRM systems are at 

companies where the system is the culture.” 

Tips for avoiding this pitfall:  

https://www.mcafee.com/us/solutions/lp/cloud-security-report.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/quickerbettertech/2012/12/31/what-salesforce-com-wont-tell-you/#147ace452483
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1. Get critical reports sent to your inbox daily, weekly, monthly, etc. Use this data to manage 

employees and adjust engagement strategy.  

2. If you are looking to adopt a CRM, hire a dedicated CRM account administrator, or reorganize 

scheduling to create time for that person. Empower them to be the owner of that system. If 

you are taking on a social, marketing, live chat, or other software solution, make sure that 

whoever is in charge is well-versed in the system. 

3. Provide training on the new system — many software vendors make this easy by offering 

onboarding material and support. Make sure that salespeople, customer service agents, social 

media reps, or anyone else who is using the system understands it, and using it as they should 

be. Embrace the system and make it a non-negotiable part of company culture to do so.  

Relying on a Single Customer Engagement Tool or Touchpoint Makes You 
Less Competitive 

Especially if you’re a business on a budget, you might be compelled to pick a single customer 

engagement function and say goodbye to all the rest.  

Maybe you just want to focus on marketing, and you aren’t interested in using customer engagement 

tools for customer service. Or perhaps you want to invest in a knowledge base, but you aren’t interested 

in connecting with customers over any other touchpoints.  

Customer engagement software is an essential part of creating a frictionless, omnichannel customer 

experience. By meeting your customers across all channels with the help of a variety of applicable 

customer engagement tools, you will be putting your business in the position to better collect customer 

information, strategize, engage, and ultimately drive sales and customer loyalty.  

Tips for avoiding this pitfall:  

1. For businesses who can afford to, it’s essential to invest in a multichannel, multi-tool approach 

to customer engagement. After all, your customers need to be cared for at all phases of their 

customer lifecycle to remain loyal, engaged brand participants. Just like how sales, marketing, 

and customer service work together on customer outreach — CRM, social media, marketing 
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automation, live chat, knowledge base, and other engagement tools work in unison create a 

seamless buyer experience. 

Overbuying or Spending on Something You Don’t Need 

You don’t want to underinvest in your customer experience, but you also don’t want to overinvest. 

Customer engagement software providers will sell you on as much as they can — it’s up to you to know 

what’s vital to the success of your business, and what isn’t.  

Tips for avoiding this pitfall:  

1. Don’t let vendors oversell you on a plan right off the bat — carefully consider the plan that 

would be best for your business. For example, if you have a limited budget and this is your first 

customer engagement software, you might want to start small. Give yourself time to organize 

and learn how to use the software without breaking the bank by starting with a more modest 

plan. If you aren’t sure of how many campaigns you’ll want to run (and other information that 

varies per plan), it never hurts to start with a smaller plan, and then upgrade. On the other 

hand, if you’re an enterprise with an experienced administrator and who can make use of 

robust features, it may best for you to go straight for the most customizable, option-heavy 

plan. 

2. When considering whether or not to purchase add-ons, ask yourself what products will be 

directly helpful to the growth of your business. Is there anything that you’re itching for that’s 

just attractive advertising rather than something that you’ll actually need or use? Would this 

add-on or feature benefit your employees or customers? Will it help put your business ahead 

of the competition, or do you just want it for the sake of having all the bells and whistles? 

Free and Low-Quality Tools May Come at A Price 

For small businesses and startups, affordable customer engagement tools are worth looking into as your 

organization takes off. However, for large companies and enterprises, these tools can come at a price. 

According to CCW Digital’s latest Winter Report, the top priority for organizations going into 2018 is to 

create a frictionless experience for customers. When enterprises invest in low-quality customer 

engagement tools, they may fracture rather than build better relationships within and outside of their 

https://www.comm100.com/blog/contact-center-business-priorities-2018.html
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organization. Poor software tools can make it harder for employees to work as a team thanks to limited 

functions, user allowances, and disempowering permission restrictions. This can frustrate employees, 

and even influence a higher turnover rate.  

Remember that the employee experience is directly related to the customer experience — employees 

that struggle to operate within the limits of a low-quality software can impact how satisfied customers 

are with a company. Low-quality engagement tools also fall short on delivering personalized service to 

customers, which is one of the most essential qualities that defines a customer-centric brand. 

Some of the downsides to using a cheap customer engagement software may vary per solution. Spam-

like messages from bad marketing automation software tools can drive customers away and into the 

arms of the competition. An unattractive, poorly customized live chat window can look bad on your 

company’s otherwise professional website.  

Poor reporting capacities, limited customization options, and weak tools can all be signs of an inflexible 

software that can cause a lasting headache for your organization, and make it harder for you to analyze 

or adjust your current strategies. Basic systems can fail to collect the customer data needed to create a 

smooth multichannel user experience. 

For enterprises, lower quality customer engagement tools can reflect poorly on your business. If you 

aren’t willing to invest in quality customer engagement solutions, why should customers invest in your 

product?  

For startups and small companies on a budget: don’t forget that free and low-quality customer 

engagement tools are packed with restrictions that can limit even the smallest business. Remember 

what many software providers are ultimately intending when they offer free tools: to give you a taste of 

what their software provides while limiting how much you can actually reap the benefits of it. This 

forces growing companies to upgrade their software solution, or be content with getting little to nothing 

out of the software.  

Tips for avoiding this pitfall: 

1. Before contracting a free or inexpensive software provider, ask yourself the following: Are they 

going to have all of the basics you’d take for granted in enterprise tools (e.g. security?) Is their 

engagement software well supported enough to be business-ready? And what happens if 

development of the tool gets abandoned? (This is probably less likely when adopting an 

established paid solution with a strong team/business model behind it.) 
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Conclusion 

If you are new to customer engagement software, consider implementing one solution at a time, so that 

you don’t overwhelm yourself. Take time to learn the systems, perform proper training, and pave the 

way for growth. 

No customer engagement tool is perfect. Expecting that you’ll find a customer engagement software 

without a single setback is a pitfall in itself. However, with a bit of time, patience, and research, you will 

be able to find the best tools for engaging with customers, gathering data, automating your marketing, 

and everything in between. 

 

 

 

 

Choosing My Solution: A Customer Engagement 
Software Checklist 

Choosing a customer engagement software solution can be daunting. But you’re not alone — we’ve 

compiled this checklist of things to consider when evaluating different providers to help you stay on 

track. By keeping this list in sight during research — or using it to ask your vendor questions during a 

sales pitch — you will be able to avoid hidden drawbacks and make an informed decision about which 

customer engagement solution is right for your company. 

Getting to Know the Vendor 

 Does the vendor have experience in your industry? 

 Does the vendor have a reputation as a quality provider? 

 Do past and current users speak favorably about this vendor? (Check online reviews for this 

information.) 
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 Does the vendor have case studies of companies like yours who’ve used their software? 

 Does the vendor have a stable financial status and financial stability? (You can check this using 

services like Dun and Bradstreet.) 

 Is the vendor an expert in their product and industry? 

Customizing Your Software 

 Will the vendor allow you to create custom reports? 

 Does the vendor offer custom templates?  

 Does the vendor offer dashboard customization? 

 Will the vendor provide tools for custom knowledge management within your organization? 

 Will the vendor support deep customer database customization, including custom lead and 

contact management? 

 Will the vendor allow you to target custom groups/industries/visitors?  

 Does the vendor support custom functions that go beyond traditional sales/marketing/customer 

service? 

 Does the vendor offer tools to personalize customer interactions? 

Evaluating Scalability 

 Can this software grow with your company? (Will it continue to fit your needs as you grow into a 

larger organization?) 

 Does the software have caps or restrictions that would cause you to be overcharged or limit 

activity until your account is upgraded? 

 Is the vendor working on developing new functions and features that will take your business 

into the future? 

http://www.dnb.com/
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 Will your team have the opportunity to contribute to the product roadmap of the support tool 

by submitting ideas to the vendor? (For example, with UserVoice.) 

Judging Resources and Support Availability 

 Will the vendor provide 24/7 support?  

 Will the vendor provide instant support for urgent issues, for example by phone or live chat 

instead of email or ticketing? 

 Does the vendor offer phone and chat support as an alternative to back-and-forth ticketing or 

email? 

 Will upgrades, updates, and services be included in the maintenance package that comes with 

your plan of choice for this vendor? 

 Does the vendor offer an in-house consultation for use or purchase? 

 Will the vendor provide support for advanced implementation or configuration needs?  

 Will the vendor take care of service engagements, or will your team have to contract an 

outsourced third-party?  

 Will the vendor provide onboarding with the proper structure, training, and resources that your 

team needs to succeed?  

 Will the vendor provide a robust knowledge base for self-education and training, including blog 

posts, white papers, eBooks, and multimedia content? 

 Will the vendor provide your team with ongoing support at the level that you need, including 

providing a dedicated account manager for your organization and support team?  

Comparing Plans and Pricing  

 Does this vendor offer a payment plan that fits your needs? (Consider cost, user limits or 

minimums, contract duration, etc.) 

https://comm100.uservoice.com/forums/152699-feedback-for-comm100
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 Will this vendor’s payment plan enable rather than restrict your engagement? (Consider limits, 

monthly caps, etc.) 

 Do this vendor’s terms compare favorably to those of the competition? 

 Does the cost-benefit of this vendor’s product make it worth the investment? 

 Is this vendor willing to negotiate a pricing plan that will fit the needs of your enterprise 

organization? 

Reviewing Implementation Options 

 Does the vendor provide cloud-based deployment? 

 Does the vendor provide multiple deployment options, such as on-premises deployment should 

you require it? 

 Is the product compatible with your primary operating system? 

 Will the implementation costs be more affordable than the implementation costs of other 

vendors?  

Judging Ease of Use 

 Will your employees be able to adapt quickly to the system and with minimal training? 

 Will your team be able to build workflows and customize the software without the help of an 

outside partner? 

 Will your organization have a low-effort experience when implementing this engagement tool? 

Checking Integration Capacities 

 Does the vendor have an existing and growing API system to best integrate with other 

technologies?  

 Will the vendor support integrations with your current channels? 
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 Will the vendor support integrations with live chat, social media, and knowledge base solutions 

to help you create a frictionless omnichannel customer experience? 

 Will the vendor support integrations with leading CRM or marketing automation solutions that 

will amplify your lead management, scoring, and nurturing capabilities? 

 Are the vendor’s existing integration capabilities known to be smooth and seamless? 

 Can this system pull data from one app to another? 

 Will the integrations that you need be included in the plan that you want from this vendor?  

 Does this vendor have a developer community to help with apps or integrations? 

Advanced Reporting Options 

 Will the vendor provide a robust reporting platform? 

 Will reports be included in your plan of choice, or will they come at an extra cost? 

 Can reports be automatically generated? 

 Does the vendor support multiple viewing options for reports? 

 Does the vendor have reporting options that surpass those of their competitors? 

 Does the vendor have sufficient reporting options to allow you to continuously improve your 

service over time? 

Guaranteeing Software Protections 

 Will the vendor provide automatic data backups and point-in-time snapshots to protect against 

data loss? 

 Will the vendor offer protection against system failure or interruption due to scheduled 

maintenance? 

 Will the vendor guarantee 100% sustained uptime for their product? 

https://www.comm100.com/livechat/features/maximumon.aspx
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Reviewing Security Standards 

 Is the vendor PCI DSS compliant? 

 Is the vendor ISO 27001 compliant? 

 Does the engagement tool offer TLS or SSL data encryption? 

 Does the vendor have a transparent privacy policy? 

 Will the vendor allow IP restrictions? 

 Will the vendor provide 24/7 service monitoring? 

Checking Multichannel Capabilities 

 With this vendor, will your company be able to meet customers through multiple channels and 

touchpoints? (In other words, will this vendor contribute to your omnichannel strategy?) 

Testing Mobile Functionality 

 Will the vendor offer IOS and Android versions of its apps to ensure that your employees can 

access the system from any device? 

 Does the software solution have a mobile and tablet-friendly design? 

 Are the touchpoints that this software provides, such as landing pages (marketing software), 

chat windows and buttons (live chat software), and knowledge base articles (help desk 

software) mobile friendly? 

 If your software is both employee and customer-facing, can both groups of users access a 

mobile-friendly experience? 

Additional Considerations for Live Chat Software 

 Does the live chat provider offer a Chatbot or AI with its own reporting system? 

 Does the live chat provider offer a built-in knowledge base in the chat window? 

https://www.comm100.com/blog/secure-live-chat-pci-compliance.html
https://www.comm100.com/blog/live-chat-iso-27001-certification.html
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 Does the live chat provider offer advanced chat window and button customization options so 

that you can design your chat to match your brand aesthetic? 

 Does the live chat provider offer built-in auto chat translation and other features to assist 

customers across the world? 

 Does the live chat provider offer Facebook and Twitter integrations that allow agents to handle 

social media and live chat queries in the same console?  

 Does the live chat provider collect data on website visitors regardless of whether or not they 

initiate a chat session?  

 Can the live chat provider use CRM integrations to recognize visitors who are already in your 

CRM system? 

 Does the live chat provider offer advanced help functions such as screen sharing and co-

browsing to help customers with more complicated issues? 

 Does the live chat provider offer advanced chat features like audio and video chat? 

 Does the live chat provider provide different levels of permissions, for example by allowing 

admins and agents to have access to different software functions? 

 Does the live chat provider allow admins to monitor and control the quality of outgoing chats 

with features such as real-time chat supervision and instant access to chat transcripts? 

 Does the live chat provider connect management with agent metrics to optimize workflow and 

agent efficiency?  

 Does the live chat tool allow admins to set chat routing rules that can help prioritize higher level 

clients and get website visitors to the proper agent right away? 

 Does the live chat provider allow the use of a pre-chat form to save time on chats and improve 

automated routing capabilities? 

 Does the live chat provider make it easy for customers to submit their feedback via post-chat 

surveys after their support interaction? 
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 Does the live chat provider have the necessary lead segmentation and automated proactive chat 

capabilities for you to successfully use live chat as a sales tool? 

Additional Considerations for CRM Solutions 

 Does the CRM software vendor allow you to build your contact database automatically using 

information submitted via web forms? 

 Does the CRM software vendor allow sales forecasting and real-time performance tracking? 

 Does the CRM software vendor have social media and email integrations? 

 Does the CRM software vendor offer a self-service customer portal where customers can pay 

invoices, view support tickets, and collaborate with your company? 

 Does the CRM software vendor offer time tracking to keep track of the hours that team 

members are putting in? 

 Does the CRM software vendor allow businesses to create custom fields to enter any specialized 

information not covered by the system’s default fields? 

 Does the CRM software vendor allow businesses to create custom projects that have been 

tailored to clients, products, or services? 

 Does the CRM software vendor allow you to track the progress of a project in real-time? 

 Does the CRM software vendor have flexible filtering functions?  (What about robust search 

functions?) 

 Can the CRM software vendor automatically generate and send you a range of detailed reports? 

Additional Considerations for Marketing Automation Tools 

 Does the marketing automation vendor allow you to automatically send and track large batches 

of emails? 

 Does the marketing automation vendor allow you to track and report on deliveries, opens, and 

clicks? 
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 Does the marketing automation vendor allow you to build attractive landing pages, emails and 

more using ready templates? 

 Does the marketing automation vendor allow you to build forms to collect visitor info? 

 Does the marketing automation vendor let you test web content, social ads, and emails to see 

how effective they are?  

 Does the marketing automation vendor allow you to display ads based on lead segmentation? 

 Does the marketing automation vendor provide easy access to SEO analysis? 

 Does the marketing automation vendor allow you to run multichannel campaigns? 

 Does the marketing automation vendor have social activity integration to help you increase 

social engagement? 

 Does the marketing automation vendor offer advertising integrations to help you incorporate 

personalized digital ads into your customer outreach? 

 Does the marketing automation provide multi-touch reporting, so that you can see every 

campaign that contributed to closing a deal? 

Additional Considerations for Social Media Software 

 Does the social media software vendor offer real-time notifications? 

 Does the social media software vendor allow you to manage multiple social media accounts 

from a single dashboard? 

 Does the social media software vendor have social monitoring and listening functions? 

 Does the social media software vendor provide analytics that measure the effectiveness of a 

campaign? 

 Does the social media software vendor provide insight into consumer sentiment? 

 Does the social media software vendor track trending Twitter hashtags to help you join in on the 

discussion and maximize your user reach? 
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 Does the social media software vendor allow posting automation to multiple channels? 

 Does the social media software vendor have bulk publishing capabilities? 

 Does the social media software vendor allow you to set up social contests and sweepstakes 

easily with templates? 

 Does the social media software vendor allow companies to identify and connect with important 

influencers? 

 

 

 

It can be hard to choose a piece of customer engagement software. But with a little bit of 

patience and research, we know you will find the best engagement solution for your business. If 

you still feel like you need help deciding on the software for you, here are some additional tips:  

Write down your primary goals for the customer engagement software.  

Writing your goals at the start of your search helps you keep them at top of mind even as you’re 

learning about other goals that can be achieved with a piece of software. This helps you ensure 

that you’re not won over by secondary goals, and that the piece of software you choose meets all 

of your core requirements. 

Rank and prioritize features and functionality.  

We often find ourselves drawn to different parts of different solutions. While you can’t 

Frankenstein together the software of your dreams, you can rank your favorite features to help 

you decide what’s most important. Putting features into a ‘must-have’ versus ‘nice-to-have’ 

categorization can also be useful. 

Get stakeholder collaboration.  

Get your stakeholders to collaborate with you when deciding which features, functionality, and 

products seem most promising. Remember that your software needs to meet the needs of all 
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stakeholders —  implementing a piece of software that fails to deliver on someone else’s key 

criteria can be disastrous. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Comm100 

Comm100 is an enterprise-grade live chat software provider. Comm100 Live Chat allows businesses to 

exceed their customer’s expectations through a solution that makes serving customers simple. 

Customers can take advantage of clever automation, AI assistance and a customer-friendly interface 

that’s fast, easy and simple to use. 

Customers 
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Accreditations & Partnerships 

 

Contact Us  

TEL | (778) 785-0464 E-Mail | sales@comm100.com   
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